
CRS Newsletter December 08, 2020 
 
Dear Members and Fellows of the CRS, dear subscribers of the CRS mailing list 
 
With this last newsletter in 2020 we provide information and activities related to reproducibility 
and scientific integrity. You will also find information about activities conducted by the CRS.  
 
Content 
 
1. ReproducibiliTea on December 10, 26: “Challenges and future directions for representations 

of functional brain organization” 
2. Scoping Report of the Directorate-General for Research and Innovation (European 

Commission): Reproducibility of scientific results in the EU  
3. Publication alert: “Replication power and regression to the mean”, new Reproducibility Note 

in Significance Magazine on December 2nd  
4. UZH researchers: if you are affiliated with the CRS, please add the CRS as an affiliation on 

your publications such that we may eventually be able to highlight the CRS publication output 
and its diversity through ZORA 

 
1. ReproducibiliTea December 10, 16:00-17:00h, Simon Schwab, CRS. 

“Challenges and future directions for representations of functional brain organization”.  
Register & join:  
https://uzh.zoom.us/j/95410548578?pwd=TVYvRDgwZW9ucm90N0g5TENEelI0QT09 

 
2. Scoping Report of the Directorate-General for Research and Innovation (European 

Commission): Reproducibility of scientific results in the EU by Baker, Lee ;  Lusoli, Wainer ; 
Jaśko, Katarzyna ;  Parry, Vivienne ;  Pérignon, Christophe ;  Errington, Timothy M ;  Cristea, 
Ioana Alina ;  Winchester, Catherine ;  MacCallum, Catriona J ;  Šimko, Tibor. This report 
contains a great summary and more importantly many actionable points. It’s a great read! 

 
3. Publication alert: new Reproducibility Note in the Significance Magazine: "Replication power 

and regression to the mean" By Leonhard Held, Samuel Pawel, Simon Schwab 
https://rss.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1740-9713.01462 

 
4. UZH researchers: if you are affiliated with the CRS, please add the CRS as an affiliation on 

your publications such that we may eventually be able to highlight the CRS publication output 
and its diversity through ZORA. This is crucially important in order to show our broad 
disciplinary representation and for us to more easily find you and your expertise in case of 
need. We are in the process to have our own designated community in ZORA such that this 
will be even easier in the future.  

 
Let us know about publications or any other news to be alerted here! 
 
Have a well-deserved and restful year-end break and 
see you in 2021! 

https://uzh.zoom.us/j/95410548578?pwd=TVYvRDgwZW9ucm90N0g5TENEelI0QT09
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/6bc538ad-344f-11eb-b27b-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://rss.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1740-9713.01462

